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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As requested by the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Samoa, an agricultural knowledge
management workshop and KM needs analysis was carried out in December 2015. The objectives of
the workshop were to assist MAF:
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

Identify priority needs that entail systems, processes and staff needs that will support
Samoa’s new Agriculture Sector Plan
Provide a baseline plan for a Management Information System (MIS) within MAF for
further support. MAF had already signed its intention to support a stronger MIS through
current World Bank support.
Identify strengths and gaps within its current agricultural information systems
Formulate an inventory of current Samoa MAF knowledge products and services with an
action plan to support MAF’s key KM priorities

The workshop involving 36 participants from the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF)
including media and journalists from Samoa was carried out by the Pacific Community and a
consultant from Netherlands.
The process entailed staff consultations, a structured scan process which took place prior to the
workshop, baseline assessments and analysis and a sensitization workshop to raise understanding of
the role of the ministry in the area of knowledge management. The first analysis of the knowledge
management scan was carried out at the Ministry. The results presented (Annex A) are based on a
survey filled out by 81 staff, which completed the entire survey. The analysis is considered
confidential, and is property of MAF, Samoa. As a result of the first analysis, the workshop identified
nine KM trends and seven KM areas, held elaborate discussions and identified three key KM priorities
which were discussed for 2016-2017.
As a result of the intensive workshop, there were some key findings such as the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)

11 database within the Ministry of Agriculture
A GIS mapping tool that projects agriculture and fisheries activities
Information hub which provides direct assistance to farmer issues
There is a need to invest in additional human, financial and technological resources and
facilities within MAF that can support internal KM practices, external KM products and
services
5) MAF uses emails, social media tools and dial up phones to communicate with their
stakeholders
6) MAF produces leaflets, brochures, reports, banners and plan to promote visibility of MAF
7) MAF continues to facilitate awareness programs such as agriculture shows, open day to
market products and services and promotes participatory rural advisories to identify issues
from farmers
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The KM workshop agreed on the following three key priorities with the highest urgency to start
working on in 2016 and 2017:
1.

Continuous development of staff was highlighted as a priority. MAF staff needs to take
ownership of their job, be knowledgeable and strive for personal excellence. It was important for
senior managers to provide timely feedback on staff performance and discuss ways to improve
and develop their skills further.

2. Who is who, who knows what – The Human Resources (HR) Division of the ministry have a
contact database which is only accessible to HR staff. The staff felt that there was a need to have
a central online system with information on staff and their specialised area of work and skills.
3. Management Information System, including monitoring & evaluation aspects of the system The exchange of knowledge among and between ministry staff is quite paramount and it
depends on staff that is capable of developing it and those who can make sense of it. The highest
priority was given to the development of a Management Information System (MIS) with the
objective of collecting information, evaluating project performance and also determining the
results of the logical framework of the agriculture sector plan. The idea behind the MIS was to
have a better monitoring and evaluation system for the ministry with the possibility of providing
some key recommendations for implementing an MIS within the ministry of agriculture and
fisheries in Samoa.
The Samoa Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries is in the process of finalizing their Agricultural sector
plan which is a guide in providing a clear road map for the sector. A wealth of knowledge already
exists within the ministry and distributed among the ministry, divisions, individuals, projects and
other key stakeholders. The agricultural sector plan sets a scene for assessing the agriculture ministry
inventory of products and services with the hope of improving the ministry’s knowledge sharing and
learning processes.
Knowledge is accumulated over the years within the ministry of agriculture and it was quite apparent
that the staffs experience was the key to success in supporting the agriculture sector. However, there
was still a need for some modest additional scoping and assessment to see how knowledge sharing
and learning can promote a learning culture within the ministry.
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1. THE KM SUPPORT PROCESS TO SAMOA

1.1. BACKGROUND TO PROCESS
The Pacific Community (SPC) and the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF) in Samoa organised
the knowledge management country support to Samoa as a complement to the information and
knowledge management (IKM) strategy 2015 – 2017 developed by the SPC for the region. The KM
ecosystem approach (see Annex G) was used as the basis for the national level country support, in
this case, as applied to PICTs with one principal actor in lead in the area of agricultural and forestry
policy development.
One of the objectives of the knowledge management country support to Samoa is to ‘Strengthen
Knowledge Management and Communications Capacities’ in support of policy processes, value
chains and agricultural extension.
The knowledge management support is possible through the European Union supported Pacific
Agriculture Policy Project, implemented by the Land Resources Division of the Pacific Community
(SPC). This aims to increase the capacity of national institutions to meet the development needs of
smallholder agriculture, by improving the linkages between small and medium farmers and markets.
The knowledge management workshop in Samoa complemented the new agriculture sector plan
which is currently being reviewed by the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries in Samoa. The
knowledge management support will provide the basis of establishing a management information
system (MIS) which could improve the networking and collaboration among all divisions in MAF and
also assist with efficient dissemination and communication between divisions, all focused on
satisfying the needs of the farming community.
The process looked into ways of effective implementation of the monitoring and evaluation
framework that will be developed as part of the new Agriculture Sector P lan (ASP) to assess the
impact of agricultural and fisheries projects.
The information and knowledge management (IKM) strategy 2015 – 2017 developed by the SPC will
guide how the SPC will build on national systems and maximise delivery and uptake of relev ant
existing information and knowledge, while assisting in the delivery of new knowledge products and
services across and for the benefit of member states. The IKM strategy will be promoted at regional
and supported at national level. SPC LRD will organise additional country support at regional level,
and specialised knowledge management capacity to facilitate the country projects, such as is being
provided by Co-Capacity.
As part of the official request to host a KM workshop, the Samoa Ministry of Agricul ture and Fisheries
indicated that the World Bank is also keen to look at ways the ministry can improve their existing
monitoring and evaluation system to ensure that the resources are efficiently and effectively used.
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1.2. INTRODUCTION
This report is the write up of the KM Country Support to Samoa, including the report of the workshop
December 9 – 11, 2015.
The approach used for KM country support to Samoa is developed for a Pacific Island Country with
one principal actor in lead in the area of agricultural and forestry policy development, and adapted to
the Samoan situation. This principal actor in Samoa is the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF).
The approach consisted of the following steps:
1. Identify the principal lead actor
2. Building block: Determine baseline through KM scanning process
3. Building block: Review of current KM practices and products and services
4. Building block: Mapping of KM resources and investment demands
5. Output: Develop KM strategic action plan

Identify lead actor & invite to
participate
Appoint coordinator

Building block: Determine
baseline through KM scan

Building block: Review of current
KM practices and products and
services

Output: KM strategic action plan
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Building block: Mapping of KM
resources and investment
demands

1.3. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the KM country support to Samoa were:







Awareness raising and sensitization on KM
Consult Samoa Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries on knowledge management through the
knowledge management scan and conduct a KM workshop for Ministry staff
Formulate an inventory of current Samoa MAF knowledge products and services
Analyze and present the results of the knowledge management scan
Outline a KM action plan for Samoa Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries highlighting the 3 ke
KM priorities
Meet and discuss with World Bank to look at ways the ministry can improve their existing
monitoring and evaluation system to ensure that the resources are efficiently and effectively
used

1.4. ENVISAGED OUTCOME OF KM SUPPORT PROCESS
The outcome of the KM support process was envisaged to support development of a Knowledge
Management action plan outlining MAF products, services and 3 key priorities. The development of
the KM action plan, as driven by MAF staff aims to include:
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Prioritized plan of action to achieve MAF’s mission and goals
o A breakdown of the priorities into small, achievable activities
o Identifying short term, medium term action and long term action plan
The action plan will include schedule/timeframe, roles and responsibilities, performance
indicators and alternative methods that can be implemented to reach MAF’s objectives
The action plan will complement the existing Agriculture sector plan
o The Agriculture sector plan will be finalized by March 2016 (SPC PAPP is currently
assisting MAF to review its agriculture sector plan)
The action plan will include input on Management Information System (MIS) which will help
monitor and evaluate the new Agriculture sector plan for MAF
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2. SAMOA MAF KM PRIORITY AREA ONE: MIS

2.1. INTRODUCTION
Objectives of the MIS:
- One stop shop for MAF - in order for all divisions to be able to access required information
- Easy to search relevant information
- Updated information
- Web portal linked to all MAF divisions
- Each division provides data input, and Planning Division to monitor and evaluate
What will the process do in the end?
- PPCD – ACEO – emphasize to all divisions to report on a monthly basis and should be on time
- Monitoring and evaluation changes --- stakeholder feedback column
- Strategy due date /monthly reports and M&E
Is it a product or a service?
- It is a product and service, a product containing all relevant information for MAF and a
service by monitoring the agriculture sector plan

2.2. COMPILED LIST OF DATABASES MAF SAMOA TO BE INCLUDED IN MIS
The following comprehensive list of databases should be considered for inclusion in the to be
developed MIS.

2.2.1. Fisheries Division.
Responsible Section: Inshore Fisheries
1. Inshore Market database management- to enter/store/analyse market landings surveys
carried out 3times/week from 4 market outlets (Apia fish market, Salelologa market, Fugalei
market, Roadside)
2. Reef Fish and Invertebrates Database (RFID)- enter data on fish and invertebrates surveys
carried out i.e. sea cucumber/district profile assessment/ornamental survey
3. Fisheries Reserves database: enter/store/analyse fish reserves assessment/monitoring data
4. Socioeconomic Database (SEMCOs): enter/store/analyse period data on Fisheries SocioEconomic Survey data (Tai refer to Socio-economic report we gave you during our SBS
meeting). This is a periodic survey type and the latest survey period was in 2012.
5. Palolo survey database: enter/store/analyse data collected from pal olo harvesting sites
during October and November when palolo rising occurs.
Responsible Section: Advisory Services
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6. Sixth monthly review database: enter/store/analyse 6th monthly review data collected from
communities under the Community-based fisheries management program
Responsible Section: Offshore & Compliance
7. Offshore Market Database:
 Enters, stores and analyses data collected from domestic market landings survey
particularly on offshore species
 Data types: Value of fish, Volume of fish, Fish Length, Fish Species, Fishing Effort
 Conducted twice a week at Apia Fish Market and Salelologa Fish Market
8. Export and Boat Count Database
 Enters, stores and analyses data collected from Fish Export Consignments and Boat
Count surveys
 Data types: Value of export fish, Volume of export fish, Fish Species, Date of survey,
Number of boats sited
 Boat count conducted daily at the Apia Fishery Wharf and once a month in the Upolu
rural areas and Savaii, Export consignments collected daily
 Fish Faaoso Export data collected, collated and analyse
9. Tuna Fisheries Database Management System (TUFMAN)
 Enters, stores and analyses data collected from vessel logsheets and port sampling
particularly for the longline vessels as well as vessel registry and licensing
 Data types: Number and volume of fish by species, location of fishing, fishing
activities, fish lengths, number of licensed vessels
 Collection of log sheets conducted daily and port sampling max of 8/month
depending on arrival of vessels
10. Tuna Fisheries Artisanal Database Management System (TUFART)
 Enters, stores and analyses data collected from vessel logsheets and port sampling
particularly for troll and bottomfishing vessels. As well as data concerning Fish
Aggregating Devices (FADs) in terms of description, location and fishing activities.
 Data types: Number and volume of fish by species, location of fishing, fishing
activities, fish lengths, FADs location and description, FAD fishing.
 Collection of log sheets conducted daily and port sampling max of 4/month
depending on arrival of vessels
11. Monitoring Control Surveillance TUFMAN
 Enter/store and analyse Boarding, Inspections and Infringement Reports for Foreign
Fishing Vessels visiting Samoa Port
2.2.2. Crops Division.
Responsible Section: Crops Research
 Pest Surveillance data- enter pests and diseases identified from the field
 Crops Research Data – enter, stores and analyse data of all research done and
reporting
Responsible Section: Crops Development
 Multiplication and Distribution of Planting Materials – enter number of
seedlingsraised and nursed every month in the shade houses at Nuu Station as well
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as number of seedlings distributed to farmers through selling and through Crops
Advisory trainings and demonstrations
Export Crops Data – All export crops .
Data on Horticulture (Fruit Tree) collection at Atele- types of fruit trees grown,
harvest season, volume of harvest.
Data of Crops Demonstrations in Nuu – Varieties of crops, planting time and
harvesting
HTFA datas.

Responsible Section: Crops Advisory
1. Farmer trainings
 Types of trainings, number of farmers, purpose of trainings
2. Field visits
 Data type: number of farmers, number of farmers visits
3. Stimulus Package
 Data on distribution of planting materials, number of registered farmers
 Consultations with farmers and stakeholders
Responsible Section: Crops Information
 Agriculture Show database- enter registration, enter judging results for both farm &
display competitions
 Annual reports- compile annual reports for Research, Development and Advisory
 M& E – compile all monthly achievements for each section.
 Data on Information produced and distributed
2.2.3. Livestock Division.
Cattle Census 2012 (MS Excel)

Sheep census 2013 (MS Excel)

Village Consultations (annually) (MS Excel)

Annual Meat report (MS Excel)
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Total count of Cattle population in Samoa,
including Cattle farm infrastructure, total count
of births of slaughtered within a 12 months
period, type of pasture and common diseases
Total of sheep population in Samoa including
individual farm infrastructure, total count of
births and deaths within a 12 months period,
total count of animals used for consumption,
faalavelave and sold to retailers.
Total count of all livestock species (eg;
cattle,sheep,poultry,pigs etc) within the selected
villages (12 villages per FY, 6 in Upolu, 6 in Savaii)
it also includes the total number of births and
deaths, total number of consumption,
faalavelave, retailed and gifted within a 12
months period, types of diseases and problems
and farm infrastructure
Total number of beef pork sheep and poultry
carcasses slaughtered and sols to retail shops
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Ag show registration (MS Excel)

monthly in terms of number of carcasses and
total weight of carcasses per month
Database of all registered farmers

2.2.4. Policy, Planning and Communication Division
1. MAF Development Projects Database (Design in the MS Access).
 Stores basic information regarding every project that are implementing in MAF, such as
 Project Title
 Implementation Division (Crops, Livestock, Fisheries etc).
 Total Approved Budget.
 Name of the Donor.
 Objectives of the Project.
 Duration of the Project.
2. Stimulus Package Program Registration Database (Design in the MS Access).
 Stores every detail of registered farmers in the above program. Details such as:
 Farmer full name.
 Village.
 District.
 Island.
 Contact Num.
 Selected Planting Materials. (Coconut, and the other two crops choose by the
farmer.)
 Date of Application (Day of showing interest.)
 Date of Payment (if the $100 Reg Fee is paid).
3. Telefood Project Database (Design in MS Access).
 These projects are funded by the FAO, and the above DB stores all basic info regarding
each approved projects as well as submitted projects (awaiting for approval), info such
as:
 Project Title.
 Farmer group name/beneficiaries.
 Duration of the project.
 Budget ($USD)
 Implementation Division.
 Approved Code (If approved by FAO).
 Approved Date.
 Contact Person’s Num (the group leader or any other 2 members of the group).
 Village.
 District.
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4. Fruits and Vegetables Baseline Survey 2013 Database (Design in MS Access).
This DB was designed to store all data (raw data) that was collected from the fruits and
vegetables survey in the beginning of 2013. The content of this DB was based on the format
of the questionnaire that was used in a face to face interview with all the selected farmers.
The survey was conducted by the Crops Division.
5. Local Market Database (Design in MS Excel).
For this DB, it was design to store data/findings from the local market in a monthly basis.
There are 4 parts of this DB,
i.
Stores Monthly Average Prices (Tala per Pound) of Main Crops (Taro, Taamu,
Banana, Taro Palagi, Coconut, Breadfruit and Yam) sold at local markets.
ii.

Stores Monthly Average Prices (Tala per Pound) of Main Vegetables (Head
Cabbage, Tomato, Chinese Garbage, Cucumber and Pumpkin) sold at local
markets.

iii.

Stores Monthly Average Quantity Supplied for Main Crops sold at local markets.

iv.

Stores Monthly Average Quantity Supplied for Main Vegetables sold at local
markets.
Note: this survey is conducted monthly by the SBS (Samoa Bureau of Statistics).
6. MAF Imports and Export Database (Design in MS Excel).
This DB stores only MAF’s Imports and Exports data every year since 2002. This data is report
frequently from the SBS; however, the main source of this data is from the Ministry for
Revenue but specifically from the Custom Division.
7. Consumer Price Index or CPI (Design in Excel).
Stores Average Retail Prices of selected Commodities including Agriculture Commodities sold
at retail stores in a monthly basis, sourced by SBS eg: Taro, Taamu, Yam, Breadfruit, Chinese
cabbage and so forth.
8. Gross Domestic Product or GDP (Sourced by SBS – Design in Excel).
Stores the:
 Percentage Contribution of the Agriculture Sector to the GDP
 Percentage Shares of Agriculture Sector to the GDP.
9. Agriculture Show registrations (annually basis)
2.2.5. Quarantine Division
 Exports and Imports Registered under Quarantine Division.
 Registered Pesticides
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2.3. DRAFT PROJECT PLAN: MIS
Proposed Action Plan - MIS
Name of the project
Management Information System for Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries
Department responsible for the project
PPCD and CSD
Head of department, or manager leading the project
Faletoi Suavi (ACEO PPCD) and Lene Fau (ACEO CSD)
Description of the service
This project will be a one stop shop for MAF to access information
to monitor Corporate Plan targets.
The project must develop a new service or must result in a major
improvement to an existing service. Indicate what is applicable.
This project is to improve the existing provision of information
service to an online integrated system for ease of access. This is
due to each division has their own Office application systems
manually operated and accessed by themselves avoid duplication
of tasks.
Concise description of the objectives of the project. What does it
aim to achieve?

Project title

Department
Project owner
Service

New/improved service

Objectives

-

To develop MIS (web portal / intranet system) to improve our
information services to all MAF divisions by December 2017.
- To assist monitoring of the Corporate Plan annually
- To improve skills and knowledge of staff utilizing the proposed
MIS.
For which group(s) the service is developed. There can be (a)
primary and secondary target group(s).

Target group
Description
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Primary Target Groups: MAF Staff
Secondary Target group: Farmers & fishermen, Researchers &
stakeholders.
Concise description of the project; maximum of ca. 500 words.
Please include how the project fits with the overall strategy
This project will allow all divisions to access required information
to assist with their reports and decision making. Having an
integrated system in place will ease monitoring and evaluation
process for each division. This proposed system will avail updated
information as required. Also, it will improve the inter-linking of
the ministry’s functions and communications within and inter
divisions. In terms of security, the MIS will grant different level of
access to users. (eg) Data entry staff of APHD will not allow access
Data entry window (tab) of CROPS.
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Subproject(s)
applicable)

(if Subprojects that fall within the time frame and budget of the total
project

External cooperation

Deliverables

Planning

Budget
and
required

 Selecting Teams/Leaders to consults with divisions
 Trainings/Workshops
- training for users(data entry, software developers, using
of the system)
- training to identify indicators from ASP and Corporate Plan
- training on managing and maintenance of the MIS
Mention external parties you intend to cooperate with (if applicable)
 World Bank
 SPC
 FAO
 And other agencies
These external parties can assist with trainings.
Deliverables of the project
 MAF MIS PORTAL
 Monitoring and Evaluation Report
 Crops Varieties reports
 Cattle census reports
 Meat reports
Start and end date, dates of deliverables, main go/no go decisions
To be developed with further consultation with MAF staff

capacity Estimated budget and capacity required from your department
To be developed with further consultation with MAF staff

Departments
involved, Departments working on the project.
including capacity required All divisions
Approval of each of the
other departments

Project Team

Yes/no
Confirm that you as the project owner have the consent of each of
the other departments directly involved in the project.
Yes
Names of team members, project coordinator and other roles (if
applicable)
Faletoi - Project Coordinator – coordinate the MIS project
Lene – Deputy Project Coordinator – assist the coordination of the
MIS project
Team Members :
All Divisional ACEOs – Leaders of Teams
All Principals and seniors – Assist leaders and administrative work
IT team – technical and programming.
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3. SAMOA MAF KM PRIORITY AREA TWO: WHO IS WHO, WHO KNOWS WHAT

3.1. INTRODUCTION
Objectives of the Who is Who, Who knows What:
a. Create MAF public contact list / contact portal – full profile including photos, duties,
qualifications etc
i. (The Ministry staff has a staff database, but it’s sitting with the HR division.
Unfortunately, this is not accessible to all staff. Does not show up a profile of
the person)
b. Install public helpdesk (for stakeholders but also for internal staff)
ii. (There’s a ICT helpdesk system but not one for the ministry and its
stakeholder)
c. Questionnaire/scans should be in local context --- this can be send to field officers
/extension officers (in local language)
-

Strengthen recruitment policies

What will the process do in the end?
- Save time
- Correct referral to the right person
- Improvement of service/MAF status
- Create valuable information
- Target audience awareness (exporters and importers etc)
Is it a product or a service?
It is a product and a service:
- Product
o combination linkage of divisions and contacts
o containing roles and job descriptions
- Service
o provides accurate, fast and effective information
o Meets agricultural sector /implementation - M&E, MIS
Main actions:
- Create public contact list
o Ministry staff has a staff database but it’s sitting with the HR division. Unfortunately,
this is not accessible to all staff. Does not show up a profile of the person
- Install public helpdesk (for stakeholders) but also for internal staff
o There’s a ICT helpdesk system but not one for the ministry and its stakeholder
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-

Questionnaire/scans should be in local context --- this can send to field officers /extension
officers (in local language)

3.2. DRAFT PROJECT PLAN: WHO IS WHO
The following project plan was drafted during the workshop. This should be further finetuned and
discussed internally within MAF.

Project title
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Proposed Action Plan MAF - Who is Who
MAF CONTACT PORTAL

Department

MAF

Project owner

CEO MAF

Service

Correct referral to the right person in response to the public’s
request
This portal will provide contact list of MAF staff and their roles – Job
Title, Job Description, Projects, Duties, photo
Providing a user friendly responsive device

New/improved service

There will be an availability of MAF contacts services that can be
provided though a portable device app

Objectives

To provide efficient, relevant and fast information on current MAF
contacts database for various members of the public resulting in
productive sharing of appropriate agricultural knowledge
To provide an easy and accessible portable device application

Target group

MAF staff
Farmers and Community Groups
Stakeholders (Exporters, Importers, Manufacturers)
General Public

Description

The Development of a MAF Contact Portal is a centralized group of
information available on the current list of contacts employed in the
MAF and their respective roles and responsibilities. This portal will
aim to ensure that you have all the contacts of MAF staff in the palm
of your hand. You will be able to easily access the required
information of the appropriate contact at MAF ensuring that your
time is saved, you are referred to the right person, and valuable
information can be obtained.
An awareness of the Agriculture Sector employment opportunities
does not lie only with being farmers, fishers, cattle farmers but
Agriculture Sector provides a broad level of employment
opportunities to students including but not limited to policy
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analysts, quarantine officers, entomologists, veterinarians, finance
officers etc.
Subproject(s)
applicable)

(if Awareness Campaign
Launch with our local communication and network providers
(Digicel, Bluesky)
Internal Staff Training; Capacity Building

External cooperation

Donor Partner
Stakeholders
Digicel
Bluesky

Deliverables

Online or Offline portal availability
The provision of services to ensure MAF experts are found
Create valuable information using the portable app.

Planning

Start – Mid 2016 (June/July)
Date of Deliverables – Mid 2017 (June/July)
End – End 2018

Budget
and
required

capacity Capacity – HR Division to provide overall list of employees, Different
Divisions to provide their current list of employees
Core funds

Departments
involved, Leading Division – PPCD
including capacity required Supporting Division – HR
Technical Input – All Divisions (APHD, Crops, Fisheries, Corporate
Services etc)
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Approval of each of the
other departments

Yes, needed. Change or updates from contacts of current
employees, profile, qualifications, job positions, job descriptions and
projects involved in.

Project Team

Project Coordinator – CEO (Someone who is project driven and got
HR values and attributes)
ACEO PPCD/Principle PPCD
ACEO HR/Principle HR
Principle IT
ACEO Divisions (APHD, Crops, Fisheries, Quarantine, Corporate
Service)
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4. SAMOA MAF KM PRIORITY AREA THREE: CONTINUOUS STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND
KNOWLEDGE RETENTION
Objectives of the continuous development of staff:
- Enhance innovation capacity
- Address knowledge is power/not invented here syndrome
- Retain knowledge, manage staff turnover
Baseline situation (some remarks from workshop, not a comprehensive overview)
1) Monotonous --- lost interest/boring/no motivations and no incentive
2) Feeling of being alienated, devalued and marginalised
3) Sexual harassment / bullied
4) Family obligations, location inconvenience
5) Loss of trust and confidence from superiors and bosses

Resolution /Strategy
- Coaching of staff, regular staff appraisals
- Mentoring improvement/offering more training opportunities
- Sharing of knowledge and experiences
- Provide incentives (allowances and increments)
- Enforcement of Sexual harassment policy
- Instil a positive culture and develop initiatives to motivate staff within the workplace
- Building self confidence in the area of work and improving working relationships
- Salary packages: better opportunities, no increments and external factors/influence
Actions
- To create more training opportunities for both junior and senior staff
a. High qualify staff for MAF
b. Highly capable and motivated
c. Highly skilful and experienced
- More new graduates recruited (10 graduates per year)
- Staff incentive scheme (annual increment, staff training)
- Having access to social benefits – maternity leave, paternity leave, payment for untaken
annual leave
- Funding for staff to do PhD and masters
- Develop more friendly working place, environment
- Provide regular staff training, meeting, staff overseas/local training opportunities for junior
staff
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4.1. DRAFT PROJECT PLAN: CONTINUOUS STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND KNOWLEDGE RETENTION
The following project plan was drafted after the workshop. This should be further fine-tuned and
discussed internally within MAF.

Project title

Proposed Action Plan - Continuous staff development and knowledge retention
MAF Continuous staff development and knowledge retention

Department

MAF

Project owner

CEO MAF

Service

Structured and tailored development opportunities for staff,
supported by management. Improvement of working environment.
Staff will have better opportunities to develop themselves as well as
work in a better environment. Knowledge will be better retained
within MAF.
- Enhance innovation capacity
- Address knowledge is power/not invented here syndrome
- Retain knowledge, manage staff turnover

New/improved service

Objectives

Target group

MAF staff

Description

Continuous staff development and knowledge retention is a three tiered process, of which all three tiers will positively influence each
other: 1) Improving the working environment for staff and decrease
the staff turnover, by means of more incentives for staff to keep
working at MAF (salary packages, other incentives, enforcement of
sexual harassment policy); 2) Provide staff with more opportunities
for personal development, which will also increase MAF innovation
capacity (coaching of staff, staff appraisals, training opportunities);
3) Instill a positive culture for knowledge sharing, more motivation,
address knowledge is power.
- Develop salary / social benefit packages
- Update & enforce sexual harassment policy
- Provide training opportunities
- Coaching and mentoring of staff

Subproject(s) (if
applicable)

External cooperation
Deliverables

-

Planning
Budget and capacity
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High quality staff for MAF: capable, motivated, skilful and
experienced
More new graduates recruited (10 per year)
Staff incentive scheme (annual increment, staff training)
Increased social benefits for staff
Friendly working environment

TBD
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required
Departments involved,
HR department
including capacity required
Approval of each of the
Yes, needed.
other departments
Project Team
HR department and HoDs
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5. APPLYING THE KM SUPPORT PROCESS TO MAF SAMOA

5.1. INTRODUCTION
The KM support process consists of a number of building blocks. The results from these building
blocks can be found in the corresponding annexes and chapters:






Determine baseline through KM scanning process:
o Annex A: KM scan report
o Chapter 5.3: KM trends cross analysed
Review of current KM practices and products and services
o Annex B: products and services
o Chapter 2.2: compiled list of current databases
Mapping of KM resources and investment demands:
o Annex C: resources and investments demands

These building blocks are partially done using surveys, and are then all bound together during:


A workshop to discuss and validate the results.
o The workshop report can be found in this document, from paragraph 5.2 onwards.

The results of the building blocks of the KM support process will be presented in the next paragraphs.

5.2. WORKSHOP RESULTS

5.2.1. Pre-workshop meeting
Meeting with Faletoi Suavi and Tai Matatumua (Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Samoa) to
discuss:
 Objectives of the 3-day workshop
 Expectations
 Participants
 World Bank objective

5.2.2. Opening
Workshop started with an opening statement by Pelenato Fonoti and Faletoi Suavi (ACEO Planning
and ACEO Quarantine). Introduction to participants and quick intro on Koen Beelen (consultant, CoCapacity) and Anju Mangal (SPC Knowledge Management Specialist).
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5.2.3. Awareness / sensitization on knowledge management
The workshop started with group discussions. Participants were asked to differen tiate between
information and knowledge, and define knowledge management.
Some answers given on definition of Information and of Knowledge:
Information
- Data – both quantitative and
qualitative
- Anything readable e.g. leaflets,
information sheets
- Databases
- Internal communication
- Presentation of data in a meaningful
way or format that provides a
message that we are interested in
- Data that has been given a meaning
which describes what is significant
- Any form of visual material that is
documented, shared and
disseminated
- Knowledge about something
- Piece of writing that you are
interested in

Knowledge
- What we know about, specific topic,
plan etc.
- Understanding awareness
- What you know
- Acquired ability to know information
- Collection of facts and ideas learned
from research paper, proper
education and experiences
- Combination of skills and experiences
- Feedback
- Learning from the acquired
information that is available through
skills, experience and education
- Collection of information as evidence
to support judgement to take decision
and to describe priorities
- Something you have already seen or
heard before

Some answers given on knowledge management:
What is knowledge management?
-

Ability to combine your understanding together and apply it in an effective way whether
individually or collectively
Capturing and processing of tacit and explicit knowledge and reporting to assisting sound
decision making
How to manage experiences, skills and attitudes?
Planning and organising and processing of information to ensure knowledge is improved and
used effectively
Act of processing given knowledge efficiently
Controlling, organising decision making on the tacit and explicit knowledge

Synthesis
The above definitions clearly present the essential elements of knowledge management.
o The explicit side to knowledge management: data and information availability
o The tacit side to knowledge management: knowledge being a personal ability
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5.3. TRENDS FROM MAF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SCAN
The Knowledge Management Scan was filled out by a large number of participants from different
divisions of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF) of Samoa. The results presented are
based on this survey filled out by 84 different people, 81 of whom finished the entire survey. In
Annex A the complete KM scan results are presented.
On the overall KM scan results a cross analysis was done and this resulted in nine emergent areas, in
which knowledge management could be instrumental in optimising the MAF of Samoa.
These nine trends are presented below with the cross analysis results from the KM scan. The
diagrams summarize the answers to the individual questions (related to a specific trend) of the 84
respondents horizontally and can be read as ‘green= good’, ‘red= needs attention/not so good’.

A. Knowledge strategy
According to most respondents, MAF has formulated an explicit strategy for knowledge development
(A1-1). This knowledge strategy seems to be regularly updated, although not everyone agrees (A1-5).
For most respondents, the MAF strategy is clear enough to determine what knowledge they need
(B1-1). Many respondents agree that there is a clear knowledge development plan within MAF, (B14).
Synthesis after validation at workshop: MAF seems to be doing pretty well with regards to
strategizing on knowledge, although regular updating of the strategy could be impro ved.

Knowledge strategy

A1-1. Our organization has formulated an explicit knowledge
strategy, including objectives, activities etc.
A1-5. We regularly (at least once a year) update our knowledge
strategy because of external developments.
B1-1. Our strategy is so clear, that we are able to determine
what knowledge we need.

B1-4. We have a clear knowledge development plan within our
organization, including goals, activities etc.
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B. Knowledge is power, not invented here syndrome
More than two-thirds of the respondents to the survey think that MAF staff is careful when sharing
knowledge, as it might weaken their position (A2-1). Most colleagues feel free to spontaneously and
informally share knowledge with each other (B5-1), and people agree that you do not weaken your
position by sharing knowledge with others (B5-2). These answers largely differ from A2-1, where it
appeared most people are careful when sharing knowledge.
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90

Many people are not likely to use knowledge developed by others (B6-2), and because even more
people may be attached to their routines and habits, and therefore resistant to applying new
knowledge (B6-4).
Synthesis after validation at workshop: MAF staff seem to be not always open to share knowledge as
it might weaken their positions. This was confirmed during the workshop. Also knowledge invented or
developed by others seem not likely to be applied easily.

Knowledge is power / Not
invented here

*A2-1. People here are careful when sharing knowledge, as it
might weaken their position.
B5-1. Colleagues feel free to spontaneously and informally
share knowledge with each other.
B5-2. In our organization you don't weaken your own position
by sharing knowledge with others.
*B6-2. Peopl e in our organization a re not l ikely to a pply
knowledge that has been developed by others (‘not invented…
*B6-4. People are attached to their routines and habits, and are
rather resistant to applying new knowledge.
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C. Innovation capacity
Almost a third of the survey respondents say there are not enough creative and innovative people in
MAF (A5-1). About a quarter of the respondents also think there might be a shortage of
entrepreneurs within MAF (A5-2). Most respondents think it is easy to get from an innovative idea to
successful application within the ministry (B6-5). Most colleagues feel comfortable applying and
experimenting with new knowledge together (B6-7)
Not all respondents agree whether there are enough creative and innovative colleagues providing
new ideas to optimize processes (C4-4). There appears to be no suggestion box or similar where
people can drop new ideas (C4-5).
Synthesis after validation at workshop: Overall, the innovation capacity of MAF could be improved.
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Innovation capacity

A5-1. We have enough creative and innovative people.

A5-2. There is no shortage of internal entrepreneurs.
B6-5. In our organization it is easy to get from an innovative
idea to a successful application (in our services or within our…
B6-7. Colleagues feel comfortable applying and experimenting
with new knowledge together.

C4-4. We have enough creative and innovative colleagues
providing ideas to optimise our processes.
C4-5. We ha ve a ‘s uggestion box’ or ‘counter’ where our
empl oyees ca n drop new i deas.
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D. Coaching, management style, performance development
About half of the respondents think that their managers do not focus on outputs, but rather are
planning and controlling the work process (A4-1). Most managers show leadership in knowledge
management (A4-6) However, new employees are not always coached and supported (A5-6). Most
do have a regular performance appraisal (A5-5).

Coaching of sc and team
leaders + appraisals

Synthesis after validation at workshop: continuous development of staff should be improved.
A4-1. Our manager prefers to focus on outputs instead of
planning and controlling the work process.
A4-6. Our manager shows leadership in knowledge
management.
B5-5. Every employee has a regular performance appraisal.

A5-6. New employees in our department are allocated a coach
or mentor for a certain period.
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E. Who is who, who knows what
Most of the respondents are aware which colleagues possess valuable but scarce knowledge (B2-1).
They are mostly able to say which person in MAF is the most knowledgeable about a certain subject
(B2-4). According to one-third of the respondents, there is no ‘who-is-who’ database in MAF (B2-2).
About the same amount of respondents say there is no procedure to take inventory of available
knowledge in the organization (B2-6). Almost a third of the respondents do not think it is easy to find
the most knowledgeable and up-to-date expert on a subject within MAF (B4-1)
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Synthesis after validation at workshop: setting up a who is who, who knows what system for MAF
could greatly increase its efficient and effective performance.

Who is who, who knows what

B2-1. I am aware which colleagues in the organization possess
knowledge that is valuable to us but scarce.
B2-2. We have a "who is who" database - automated or
otherwise - which enables us to pinpoint where in the…
B2-4. If I am asked a certain question I am able to say which
person in my organization is the most knowledgeable on that…
B2-6. We have a procedure in place to regularly take inventory
of available knowledge.
B4-1. When looking for expertise, it is easy to find the most
knowledgeable and up-to-date expert on a subject.
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F. Information management, online collaboration
More than one-third of the respondents say they do not have a good overview of all digitally stored
information (B2-7). Not everyone agrees whether there is someone in the ministry who is responsible
for filtering and disseminating relevant and recent digital content and information (B4-5). and even
more think information is not stored systematically and recognisably, which causes trouble to find it
(B4-6). Almost all agree there is a shared (online) data storage or drive in MAF (B4-7). Documents,
presentations, etc. are often made available to colleagues by using a shared drive or online storage
(B5-6). However, almost everyone also uses e-mail to share documents etc. (B5-7). This can cause
problems when working with different versions (which one is the latest version?), can cause loss of
documents, and documents not being available to all who should have access. MAF seems to have an
ICT policy and action plan in place (C3-7).
Synthesis after validation at workshop: a huge improvement should be made in informat ion
availability and accessibility across the divisions of MAF, not only for internal service provision but
also for service provision to external clients.
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Information management, online collaboration

B2-7. We have a good overview of all our digitally stored
information.
B4-5. We have someone in-house who is responsible for
filtering and disseminating the most relevant and recent…
B4-6. Information is stored systematically and recognisably.
Anyone who needs certain information has no trouble finding…
B4-7. We use a shared (online) data storage or drive in our
organization.
B5-6. We make our documents, presentations, etc. available to
our colleagues, using a shared drive or online storage.

*B5-7. We mostly use e-mail to share documents,
presentations, etc. with colleagues and organization partners.
C3-7. We have an internal systems & technology (or ICT) policy
and action plan in place.
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G. Knowledge retention (i.e. retirement)
It is not clear whether there are processes and tools in place to retain knowledge from someone
when he or she leaves MAF (B4-4).
Synthesis after validation at workshop: currently knowledge retention is not well taken care off within
MAF.
B4-4. When someone leaves the organization (for example through
retirement), we have the processes and tools in place to retain…
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H. Learning from mistakes
It does not often happen that expensive mistakes are made because knowledge was not available at
the right time and place (B5-3). Clearly, errors made are not well documented and shared within the
ministry (B7-1) Even so, almost everyone seems to learn from each other’s mistakes (B7-5). Failed
projects and costly mistakes will mostly be used as an example, and are not covered up, although not
all respondents agree with this (C2-4). A majority of the respondents think that internal feedback
loops function well, so that lessons learned are used in new and existing projects. Almost ¼ of the
respondents disagree with this (C2-7).
Synthesis after validation at workshop: installing feedback loops to learn from errors and mistakes
could greatly enhance the learning capacity of the MAF.
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Learning from mistakes

B5-3. It is rare that expensive mistakes occur because the
required knowledge was not available at the right time in the…
B7-1. In our organization any errors that are made are
systematically documented and shared.
B7-5. We learn from each other's mistakes.
C2-4. Failed projects and costly mistakes serve as an example
and are not covered up.

C2-7. We have created internal feedback loops in our
organization that function well, so that lessons learned are…
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I. Competition between networks: enabler of barrier?
According to more than a third of the respondents, working with alliance partners sometimes causes
problems (A2-6). Many MAF organizational partners seem to prefer working on their own (D1-5).
People actively try to widen the ministry’s partnerships (D1-7). Competition between organizations
plays an important part in the functioning of MAF (D2-3). Knowledge sharing with or between
partners is seen as one of the most important services of MAF (E1-6)

Competition between networks:
enabler or barrier?

Synthesis after validation at workshop: Although everyone values working with partner, it seems this
is not always an easy task.
A2-6. In our organization, working with (alliance) partners
rarely causes problems.
*D1-5. Our organizational partners prefer working on their
own.

D1-7. We actively extend our partnerships.
*D2-3. Competition between organizations plays an important
role in our functioning.
E1-6. We value knowledge sharing with or between partners as
one of our most important services.
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Summarising, these nine emergent areas or trends are:
A.
B.
C.
D.
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Knowledge strategy
Knowledge is power / ‘not invented here’ syndrome
Innovation capacity
Coaching of staff, team leaders + appraisals
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E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Who is who, who knows what
Information management, online collaboration
Knowledge retention (i.e. retirement)
Learning from mistakes
Competition between networks: enabler of barrier?

5.4. FROM TRENDS TO PRIORITY AREAS FOR MAF KM
After validating these nine trends in the workshop, discussions were held to identify which of these
trends should be priority areas for MAF and what these priority areas should entail. Seven KM
priority areas were identified for MAF. These seven KM priority areas are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Continuous development of staff (related to trend C, D and G)
Who is who, who knows what (related to trend E)
Managing information: Management Information System (related to trend F)
Feedback loops to improve internal learning (including learning from mistakes) (trend H)
Working with partners (related to trend I)
Internal communication (related to trend B)
Monitoring & Evaluation (new topic)

The trend A, knowledge strategy, was decided to be the overarching umbrella in which all of the
priority areas should be placed. So in other words, by strategizing on the seven priority areas the
knowledge strategy would be developed and implemented.

5.5. FROM PRIORITY AREAS TO KM PRIORITIES FOR MAF 2016-2017
In the previous paragraphs the reasoning of the nine trends and the seven KM priority areas was
presented. After elaborately discussing the nine trends and distilling the seven potential KM priority
areas, a further prioritization exercise was done by the participants of the workshop. Parti cipants
could grant three points to one or more areas of immediate urgency. The result of the prioritization
is shown in table below.
Potential KM area
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# points

1. Staff development

12

2. Who is who

7

3. MIS

10

4. Internal feedback mechanism

3
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5. Working with partners

3

6. Internal Communication

5

7. Monitoring & Evaluation

8

After further discussions, it was decided that the Monitoring and Evaluation priority area should
actually be included as part of the MIS aspect, because one of the major objectives of the MIS is to
provide input to monitoring and evaluation. So the MIS and M&E can be seen as two sides of the
same coin.
So the workshop participants finally agreed on the following three key priorities with the highest
urgency to start working on in 2016 and 2017:
1. Continuous development of staff (12 points in prioritization exercise)
2. Who is who, who knows what (7 points in prioritization exercise)
3. MIS, including monitoring & evaluation (18 points in prioritization exercise)
These three areas will be further elaborated upon in the next chapters, based on the results of the
workshop discussions and exercises.
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6. CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MAF KM 2016 -2017

6.1. CONCLUSION
The KM country support process for the Samoa Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries has been a very
participative process, with 84 respondents to the KM scan, and about 30 participants in the
workshop.
Developing the knowledge management baseline and the prioritization process led to a clear
indication of three urgent priorities for KM development and implementation in 2016 - 2017.
These three priorities represent the essential elements of knowledge management:




The information availability side to Knowledge, priority one: management information
system (MIS)
The link between information availability and knowledge being a personal ability, priority
two: Who is Who
Knowledge being a personal ability, priority three: continuous staff development and
knowledge retention

6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS / WAY FORWARD
The following recommendations and indications of way forward for KM implementation in Samoa
MAF in 2016-2017 should be considered.
Priority one: Management Information System
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As part of the preparation of this KM process an excellent overview was made of current
MAF products and services (Annex B) as well as a comprehensive overview of existing
databases (chapter 3.2). These two very comprehensive lists should provide the starting
point of the development of the MIS.



The MIS can be looked upon as having two distinctively different objectives. Objective one is
making sure all information from MAF is gathered, stored and shared in one comprehensive
database structure. Objective two is geared towards monitoring and evaluation of projects
and making management information available from this M&E. The two objectives don’t
necessarily need to be combined through one piece of tooling but ideally should be closely
connected. Making all information readily available should provide input to the M&E system
and the M&E should provide input to the development of the overall database structure .
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The MIS database structure does not necessarily have to be just one overall database.
Preferably a layer of databases with harmonised data structures feed into a one stop shop
layer in which the search request can be handled.



The first step to consider is to from an internal MAF taskforce and outline the action plan for
the design and development of the MIS. This task would provide input to the discussion with
the World Bank regarding the setup of the MIS and monitoring and evaluation system.



Develop a Design, Build, Maintain and Operate plan
o
o
o
o

Nhv v

Step 1: Compose a list with guiding principles concerning design, build, maintain and
operate of the MIS
Step 2: Define objectives of MIS, translate objectives into MIS service functions,
translate MIS service functions into MIS database functionalities
Step 3: Define WHAT’ and ‘HOW’ of design, build, maintain and operate of the MIS
database and platform, including budget needed
Step 4: Decide on roles and responsibilities in all phases of design, build, maintain
and operate of the MIS

vc
DESIGN

BUILD
MAINTAIN
OPERATE

Priority two: Who is Who
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The development of a Who is Who should be a combined effort of the ICT department and
the human resource management department.
When developing the concept of a Who is Who, attention should be paid to the question
who the clients are of the Who is Who. Are these clients MAF staff and associated
institutional stakeholders? Or should the Who is Who be also open the general public?
The sustainability and updating of the Who is Who requires continuous attention by HRM as
well as ownership by management level. Updating is an often underestimated effort.
It is advised to define a Design, Build, Maintain and Operate plan for the development of the
Who is Who, see above.
Initial timeframe for development as defined during the workshop
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Priority three: Continuous staff development and knowledge retention








Involve Human Resource Management in the priority of continuous staff development and
knowledge retention.
Management level support is essential and continuous staff development is also closely
related to management style.
Development of a fixed cycle of development plans and performance appraisals for individual
staff is highly recommended.
On-the-job development, internal coaching / master-apprentice, peer assist and other
internal learning methods are to be taken into serious consideration as useful methods for
personal development!
Continuous staff development cuts across all staff levels and should be implemented at all
staff levels.
Internally develop a detailed continuous staff development plan with clear objectives per
year.

General Recommendations/Way forward
Within the scope and mandate of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, there’s clearly a need to
have ownership on the 3 results and priorities as listed in this document. There has to be very clear
links between knowledge held by staff and the agricultural sector plan.
In addition to the way forward as described above for the MIS, Whos is Who and Continuous Staff
Development there’s therefore a more generic need for a follow up at management level:





Follow up with Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries regarding KM interventions
Follow up on 3 key priorities of Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
Follow up discussion with World Bank and Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries regarding
development and implementation of MIS
Follow up discussion with Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries after the agriculture sector
plan is finalised

ANNEX A: RESULTS OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SCAN MAF SAMOA
See separate document.
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ANNEX B: INVENTORY OF CURRENT PRODUCTS AND SERVICES MAF SAMOA
This overview (filled out before the workshop) focuses on the current KM products and services that
Samoan Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries provide to their clients, customers, beneficiaries,
stakeholders and/or partners. It contains seven different categories of products and services. These
are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Networks, face-to-face interactions, peer-to-peer interactions
Websites, databases, ICTs, portals
Resource materials, hard and soft copies
Practices / Technologies
E-fora / e-discussions
Recurrently scheduled meetings
Capacity Building / trainings

1. Networks, face-to-face interactions, peer-to-peer interactions
Product /
service

Focus area /
expertise field

Main goal

Main target
audience

Type of product
/ service

Consultations

MAF Divisions

Stakeholders

Consultations

Awareness
programs

MAF Divisions

Capture views of
stakeholders
Promote the
agriculture
sector
Display farmers
agriculture
produce
Market the
ministry
products &
services
Identify issues
from farmers

stakeholders

Advertisements
Promotions

Local farmers &
stakeholders

Agriculture show

stakeholder

Open day

Local farmers

Trainings

Main goal

Main target
audience

Type of product
/ service

Agriculture show MAF Divisions

Open day

MAF Divisions

Participatory
Rural Advisories

Technical
Divisions

2. Websites, databases, ICTs, portals
Product /
service
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Focus area /
expertise field
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www.maf.gov.w
s

CSD

Samoa
Quarantine
website

Quarantine Div

Local market
database

PPCD

Trade database

PPCD

CPI database

PPCD

GDP database

PPCD

Stimulus
Package
database
Fruit/veges
database
Fisheries
databases
Livestock
databases
Crops databases

Crops Div and
PPCD
Crops and PPCD
Fisheries Div
Livestock Div
Crops Div

Global
awareness,
Information and
communication
Global
awareness,
Information and
Communication
Capture
production
trends
Quantity &
value of imp
&exp
Commodity Price
Level
Agriculture &
fisheries
contribution to
the Economy
Replanting
coconut/other
tree crops
Fruit/veges
production
Production and
catching
Production and
growth rate
Distribution,Mul
tiplication and
Registration of
Farmers.

Local & overseas
stakeholders ie:
researchers,
students etc
Local & overseas
travellers/trader
s

Static website

stakeholders

Spreadsheet

stakeholders

Spreadsheet

consumers

Spreadsheet

Agriculture
sector

Database

Local farmers

Database

SACEP

database

Local farmers &
stakeholders
Local farmers &
stakeholders
stakeholders

databases

Static website

Databases
database

3. Resource materials, hard and soft copies
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Product /
service

Focus area /
expertise field

Main goal

Main target
audience

Type of product
/ service

Brochure

MAF Divisions

Awareness

Stakeholders

Brochure

Leaflets

MAF Divisions

Awareness

Stakeholders

Leaflets
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Banners

MAF Divisions

Awareness

Stakeholders

Banners

Reports

MAF Divisions

Reporting

Stakeholders

Hard/soft copies

Plans

MAF Divisions

To reach targets MAF
and achivements

Hard/soft copies

4. Practices / Technologies
Product /
service

Focus area /
expertise field

Main goal

Main target
audience

Type of product
/ service

Internet

CSD

Local & overseas
stakeholders

Internet

Information Hub

PPCD

Local farmers

telephone

GIS

PPCD
CSD

MAF &
stakeholders
Staff

Computer
software

Computer
systems
Fax &
telephones

Uploading and
Downloading
Info &
communication
Direct assistance
to farmer issues
Mapping and
locating
Data input,
output & storage
Communication,
Sending &
receiving
information

CSD

5. E-fora / e-discussions
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Product /
service

Focus area /
expertise field

Main goal

Main target
audience

Type of product
/ service

Emails

CSD

Staff &
stakeholders

Email

Facebook

CSD

Communicating
information to &
from
Awareness and
communication

Social networks

Phone
conference

CSD

Local & overseas
stakeholders
Staff &
consultants &
stakeholders
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telephone

6. Recurrently scheduled meetings
Product /
service

Focus area /
expertise field

Main goal

Main target
audience

Type of product
/ service

Executive
Management
Team (EMT)

MAF
Management

MAF staff

Internal KM

Divisional
meetings

MAF Divisions

MAF staff

Internal KM

Project meetings

Projects

MAF staff

Internal KM

Stakeholder
meetings

Stakeholders
and MAF
Representatives

Regular Updates
and Discussions
of Planned
Activities
Updates for
Divisional
Planned
Activities.
Updates on
Project Planned
Activities.
Discuss
collective
activities of all
sectors

MAF staff

Internal KM

Main target
audience

Type of product /
service

7. Capacity Building / trainings
Product /
service

Focus area /
expertise field

Main goal

Workshops

MAF staff

Trainings

MAF staff

Seminars

MAF staff

Input views on
MAF staff
relevant
activities
Capacity building MAF staff and
stakeholders
Discuss and
MAF staff and
input
stakeholders
MAF
stakeholders farmers

Farmer Training
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Internal and
external KM
Internal and
external KM
Internal and
external KM
Internal and
external KM

ANNEX C: INVENTORY OF EXISTING KM RESOURCES AND INVESTMENT DEMANDS
This overview focuses on 2 elements:
- Existing human, financial and technological resources and facilities that MAF has in support
of internal KM practices and external products and services provision.
- Investments in human, financial and technological resources and facilities that MAF is in
demand of, to better facilitate internal KM practices and external products an d services
provision.
The goal of these 2 elements is to get an overview of your current resources that are used for KM as
well as get an overview of investment demands that could enhance KM capacities within MAF.
The following groups of resources have been identified:
 Human resources:
o Staff for communications, P.R., extension, ICT, HR, KM, M&E, library services,
information management, etc.
 Financial resources:
o Budgets for ICT, KM, communications, library services, extension, etc.
 Technological resources:
o Hardware, Software, Internet availability, Etc.
 Facilities:
o Availability of training / conference centers, printing facilities, etc.

NOTE: the current overview as can be found below needs to be complemented in January 2016 as
follow up after the discussions and outcome of the KM workshop December 2015.
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Existing Human resources
Employee

Field of work

Senior Information Officer_PPCD
Information Officer –
Media_PPCD
Information Officer –
Publication_PPCD
Senior Information Officer –
Crops
Senior IT Officer

All MAF communication activities

Internal
or
external
Both

Years of
experienc
e
6

All MAF communication activities

Both

4

All MAF communication activities

Both

10

Crops activities only

Both

15

All MAF IT activities

Internal

10
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IT Officer

All MAF IT activities

Internal

5

Please note that MAF has more than 500 employees.

Human resources additionally needed 2016 - 2017
Position
Budget needed
Purpose of
(amount in USD) investment
Principal
Information
Officer

Principal
Monitoring and
Evaluation
Officer

Existing Financial resources
Area (ICT, KM,
Budget (amount
comms, etc.)
in USD)
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Upgrade the
current
communication
unit and more
human resource
for the
workload
Highly require
resourcing of
this section
based on MAF
priorities at
present

Source of
funding

Years of
experience
needed
8

Scope (# hours/
week)

8

40hrs/week

Period of
funding

Earmarked
for...?
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40hrs/week

Financial resources additionally needed 2016 - 2017
Area (ICT, KM,
Budget needed Purpose of
comms, etc.)
(amount in USD) investment

Period of
investment

Earmarked
for...?

Main users
MAF

Partner /
provider
Locally budget

Laptops

MAF

Locally budget

Telephones/fax

MAF

Locally budget

Printers

MAF

Locally budget

Copiers

MAF

Locally budget

PA system

MAF

Locally budget

Existing Technological resources
Resource name
Type of resource Used for...?
/ description
Computers

GPS

Obtaining
PPCD/MAF
coordinates for
Mapping

UNDP project

Technological resources additionally needed 2016 - 2017
Resource
needed
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Budget needed
(amount in USD)

Purpose of
investment

Main users
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Partner /
provider

3 Laptops

$7500.00

Camera

$2000.00

Video Camera

$3000.00

Servers

Heavy-duty
copier

Data entry (field
surveys)
Information
leaflets,
brochures,
newsletters
Documentation
of Agriculture
Sector activities
For centralising
all MAF/Sector
information
Mass production
of information
materials
(leaflets,
brochures,
posters,
newsletters, etc)

PPCD staff

Used for...?

Main users

PPCD staff

MAF

MAF

PPCD –
Communication
Unit

Laminator

Existing Facilities
Name /
Type of facility
description
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Partner /
provider

Facilities additionally needed 2016 - 2017
Facility needed
Budget needed Purpose of
(amount in USD) investment

Main users

ANNEX D: INTRODUCTION TO SCANNING PROCESS: ECOSYSTEM APPROACH
The Knowledge Management scanning process is
an analysis and prioritization approach which
looks at the entire organizational knowledge
interactions to improve planning and decision
making processes. It looks at innovative ways to
improve the knowledge sharing within an
organization. SPC – Land Resources Division has a
regional knowledge management strategy which
guides the internal and external KM processes and
provides an overview of the existing KM products
and services.
The KM scanning process is facilitated by means of
the KM ecosystem approach, which aims to
develop and foster optimal ‘knowledge
ecosystems’. These are dynamic knowledge
intensive environments in which individuals,
organizations and networks interact in
conjunction with their surroundings stakeholders, partners, clients, donors, etc.
The entire ecosystem evolves and interacts as a
system with interdependent parts. These
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Partner /
provider

knowledge intensive environments create value by delivering the best knowledge products and
services possible.
Such ‘knowledge ecosystems’ are fostered by knowledge management ‘trees’, here itself used as a
metaphor for aspects of knowledge and knowledge management within individuals, organizations
and networks / communities alike.
Following this approach, the knowledge management trees need to (a) grow strong roots, (b)
develop healthy branches and leaves, (c) have strong flows of sap in their veins, and (d) use the
nutrients, sun and water to (e) be able to grow beautiful flowers and sweet fruits. And if these trees
are in good health they continuously play their important part in the ecosystem.
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